covered in paint

aspriso limewash
interior/exterior

Intro
Aspriso is the soft matt limewash that gently blooms creating a mottled and aged look with exceptional
performance levels. As a new generation limewash, Aspriso instils the classic aesthetic values of
limewash with surpassing reliability and durability. Fortified with pure acrylic resin, it embodies
exceptional flexibility, adhesion and serviceability to the level of a flat acrylic without the need of a
clear sealer. Aspriso is suitable for a broad range of interior and exterior substrates, including primed
wood and metal.

Preparation
Follow the required surface preparation in accordance with standard paint preparation procedures.
Apply 1 coat of Covered in Paint's Acrylic Primer Undercoat. Apply Aspriso Limewash by brush with
irregular brushstrokes with uniform length. The more natural and free flowing the brushstroke
technique, will translate into a more fluid and natural finish. Spread rate is 12-14 m² depending on
surface porosity and texture. Allow a minimum of 6 hours dry time per coat. Clean up in water.

Application

Apply 2 coats by a brush only.

It is important to 'cut in' progressively and feather the cut in mark into the main body of
brushwork.

Avoid applying the paint too thick, which may cause runs and excessive blooming.

Place the loaded brush ahead of the wet edge and then work it back onto the main body of
painting to prevent doubling up of paint layers.

A curved wet edge should be maintained. Paint fluidly and steadily across the surface. Do not
retouch dry areas.

Maintain consistent length in the brushstrokes for a unified surface texture pattern - small dabs
will look out of place against long sweeping brush strokes. Your natural arm action and brush size
should be a guide for the overall brushstroke length.

On exterior applications walls must be mist sprayed until thoroughly dampened (yet, not
glistening with excess water) before application of final coat. If excess water is applied, allow surface to
absorb water before applying final coat. Maintain the spray misting procedure ahead of the Limewash
application. This procedure is especially important in hotter conditions to reduce the evaporation rate of
Limewash and aid the blooming process.

Walls may be lightly mist sprayed, as soon as final coat is virtually dry (approximately 2-3 hours
after painting has been completed depending on drying condition). This procedure can be repeated 5-6
times to aid in the curing of the lime.

Aspriso Limewash should be applied between the temperature range of 15ºC and 28ºC. Cooler
and more humid conditions create more bloom in the finished look.

Colours
Aspriso is available in a broad standard and custom colour range.

Packaging
Aspriso is available in 500ml sample pots (depending on colour), 1litre, 4 litre, 15 litre quantities.

Contact
For inquiries, please contact Covered in Paint on (02) 9519 0204.

